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Abstract
Using a temperature (T)-dependent tight-binding (TB) model for an electron-hole pair at
the donor-acceptor (DA) interface, we investigate the dissociation of charge transfer exci-
ton (CTE) into free carriers, that is, an electron and a hole. We observe the existence of the
localization-delocalization transition at a critical T, below which the charges are localized
to the DA interface, and above which the charges are delocalized over the system. This
explains the CTE dissociation observed in organic solar cells. The present study highlights
the combined effect of finite T and carrier delocalization in the CTE dissociation.
Keywords: charge transfer exciton, localization-delocalization transition,
donor-accepter interface, tight-binding model, temperature
1. Introduction
Exciton, which is a two-particle state of electron and hole created by photon absorption of semi-
conductors or insulators, has been extensively studied since the seminal works of Frenkel [1, 2]
and Wannier [3]. The binding energy of the exciton determines the photon absorption spectra
near the band edges, where the Rydberg series, similar to the hydrogen-like excitation spectra,
can be observed [4]. The concept of excitons is valid not only in solids but also in complex
systems, such as nanostructures and interfaces. For example, let us consider two molecules with
an appropriate separation. Given an electron-hole (EH) pair created in one molecule by a photon
absorption, an electron in the molecule would be transferred to the other molecule due to the
different lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energies, while a hole is left behind. Since
the electron in the latter molecule and the hole in the former molecule interact with each other via
the Coulomb interaction forces, they form a bound state, called as the charge transfer exciton
(CTE) [5]. Recently, the CTE near the organic semiconductor interfaces has attracted much
interest in the field of organic solar cells [6, 7]. This is a main concern in this chapter.
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Organic solar cells, which generate electric power from the sunlight, play an important role in
green energy industry and possess a variety of advantages: low cost, light, flexibility and easy-
fabrication. The organic solar cells consist of the heterojunction between the electron donor
and electron acceptor molecules. For example, in the C60-based solar cells, the C60-molecules
serve as the accepter molecule and the organic thin-films such as X-phthalocyanine (XPc,
X = Cu, Zn) [8–12] and single-walled carbon nanotubes [13, 14] serve as the donor molecules.
The principle of power generation in organic solar cells is decomposed into three steps, as
shown in Figure 1: (i) exciton creation at the donor site by photon absorption, (ii) CTE creation
following the movement of the created excitons to the donor-accepter (DA) interface and
(iii) charge generation by the CTE dissociation into free carriers. While the second step may occur
due to the different LUMO energies between the donor and acceptor molecules, the microscopic
mechanism of the third step has not been understood; Since the CTE binding energy is a few
hundreds of meV [6, 7, 15], the thermal energy is not enough to separate the EH pair into free
carriers. In this way, several effects, such as dark dipoles [16, 17], disorder [18, 19], carrier
delocalization [20–23], light effective mass [24] and entropy [25–28], on the CTE dissociation
have been investigated. However, the relative importance of these factors is under debate.
In this chapter, we present an origin of the CTE dissociation by investigating the EH pair at the
DA interface within a temperature (T)-dependent tight-binding (TB) model [29]. The important
fact is that there exists a localization-delocalization transition at a critical T. The transition
temperature estimated is in agreement with experimental observations in semiconductor inter-
faces [27]. Based on the T-dependence of the EH pair energy, we interpret the EH pair dynam-
ics observed in time-resolved two-photon photoemission experiments [28]. Our model has
shown that the transition can be observed only when the finite-T and the carrier delocalization
effects are simultaneously considered. This review provides an important fact that more than
one phenomenon might contribute to CTE dissociation.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the previous
models of the CTE dissociation in organic solar cells. How the carrier delocalization effect is
important in understanding the CTE dissociation is discussed. In Section 3, we present the
formulation of the T-dependent TB model and the numerical results on the CTE dissociation.
Our model is distinct from others in that the finite-T as well as the carrier delocalization effect
is taken into account. In Section 4, how our model interprets the experimental data is
discussed. Summary is presented in Section 5.
2. Literature review
We shall describe briefly some of the works that have theoretically discussed the origin of the
CTE dissociation at the DA interface. The models can be classified into three levels on the basis
of the approximation made (I) both charges, that is, electron and hole, are treated as localized
particles [Figure 2(a)]; (II) one of the charges is treated as a delocalized particle, while the other
is still treated as a localized one [Figure 2(b)] and (III) both charges are treated as delocalized
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particles [Figure 2(c)], where the motion of the localized and delocalized particles would be
described within the classical (or semi-classical) and quantum mechanics, respectively.
In the earliest study, Arkhipov et al. have constructed a dark dipole model within the approx-
imation (I) above [16]. In this model, the DA interface consists of several polymer chains
parallel to the DA interface. They computed the total energy of the CTE, that is, the sum of
the electrostatic potential energy and the kinetic energy of the zero-point oscillations, by
assuming the presence of the several dipoles at the DA interface. While the movement of the
charged particle away from the interface lowers the Coulomb attractive forces, it also decreases
the kinetic energy. They have found that the latter overcomes the former when the effective
mass of the charged particle is less than 0.3me, where me is the free electron mass, yielding the
CTE dissociation. The effect of the different numbers of dipoles at the DA interface has also
been investigated [17].
Deibel et al. have pointed out the importance of the charge delocalization along the polymer
chains on the CTE dissociation by performing the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations [20]. To
rationalize the concept of the delocalization, Nenashev et al. have developed an analytical
model for the CTE dissociation within the approximation (II) [21]. They also studied the
dissociation rate as a function of applied electric field by using the Miller-Abrahams expression
for the hopping rate [30] and the dissociation probability formula for one-dimensional lat-
tices [19]. The model has been further improved to include the effect of the dark dipoles at the
DA interface [24]. However, those models have still employed the crude approximation
(II) that one of the particles is fixed at a site.
Within the treatment (III), Raos et al. have computed the distribution of the electron and hole
near the DA interface [22]. Using the TB approximation, they have shown that the sites where
charge concentrates are not necessarily those just next to the DA interface, and this holds even
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of power generation in organic solar cells. The CTE, enclosed by an ellipse, consists of the
electron and hole at the acceptor and donor, respectively. The donor and acceptor regions are abbreviated by D and A,
respectively.
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in the ground state if diagonal and/or off-diagonal disorder exists. Athanasopoulos et al. have
also confirmed that the CTE can efficiently dissociate into free carriers by extending the
Arkhipov-Nenashev model above [23]. Recently, the authors have developed a T-dependent
TB model applicable to the EH pair motion at the DA interface [29]. It has been shown that
there exists a localization-delocalization transition of the EH pair at a critical T, below which
the charges are localized to the DA interface, and above which the charges are delocalized over
the system. This will be demonstrated below.
3. Localization-delocalization transition of EH pair
3.1. Formulation
We briefly provide the T-dependent TB model for describing the EH pair distribution at the
DA interface. The details of the model have been provided in Ref. [29]. A similar approach has
been used to study the size-dependent exciton energy of the quantum dots at zero T [31]. First,
we consider an EH pair near the DA interface, assuming that only one photon is absorbed and
that the electron-electron and hole-hole interaction energies are negligible. The electron and
hole move around the acceptor and donor region, respectively, while they interact with each
other via the attractive Coulomb interaction forces. Then, the Schrödinger equation for the two
particles is given by
HðiÞjϕðiÞα 〉 ¼ εα
ðiÞjϕðiÞα 〉, (1)
where ϕ
ðiÞ
α and ε
ðiÞ
α are the eigenfunction and eigenenergy with a quantum number α for the
electron (i = e) and hole (i = h). Using the TB approximation, the Hamiltonian is given by
HðiÞ ¼ Σp,p0 t
ðiÞ
p,p0 jp〉〈p
0j þ ΣpV
ðiÞ
p
jp〉〈pj, (2)
where the first and second term denotes the kinetic and potential energies for the particle i,
respectively. t
ðiÞ
p,p0 and V
ðiÞ
p
are the hopping integral between sites p and p0 and the on-site
potential energy at the site p = (px, py, pz) with integers px, py, and pz. The former is set to
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of charged particles at the DA interface. (a) Localized hole and localized electron,
(b) Localized hole and delocalized electron, and (c) delocalized hole and delocalized electron. Figures extracted and
edited from Ref. [29].
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t
ðiÞ
p,p0 ¼ t0, where t0 is a positive constant, for simplicity. The effect of the long-range and
anisotropic hopping has been investigated in Ref. [29]. The latter is explicitly given as
VðeÞ
p
¼ wðeÞ
p
U0Σp0
1
jp p0j
n
ðhÞ
p0
, (3)
VðhÞ
p
¼ wðhÞ
p
U0Σp0
1
jp p0j
n
ðeÞ
p0
, (4)
where U0 determines the strength of the Coulomb interaction energy between the electron and
hole. w
ðiÞ
p is the potential barrier height for the particle i, which will be given below. n
ðiÞ
p is the
charge density for the particle i and is defined as
nðiÞ
p
¼ Σallα f
ðiÞ
α j〈pjϕ
ðiÞ
α 〉j
2, (5)
where j〈pjϕ
ðiÞ
α 〉j
2 is the probability amplitude of the site p for the eigenstate ϕ
ðiÞ
α . The summation
is taken over the all eigenstates weighted by the Fermi distribution function f ðiÞα defined as
f ðiÞα ¼ fexp½βðεα
ðiÞ  μðiÞÞ þ 1g
1
(6)
with the inverse temperature (β) and the chemical potential μ(i), which will be determined by
the relation of
Σpn
ðeÞ
p
¼ Σpn
ðhÞ
p
¼ 1: (7)
The self-consistent solution of Eqs. (1)–(7) yields the electron and hole distributions near the
DA interface. The solution enables us to compute the T-dependence of the free energy
Ω ¼ Uint  TS (8)
with the internal energy
Uint ¼ Σi¼e,hΣαεα
ðiÞf ðiÞα þU0ΣpΣp0
1
jp p0j
nðeÞ
p
n
ðhÞ
p0
(9)
and the entropic energy
TS ¼ kBTΣi¼e,hΣα f
ðiÞ
α lnf
ðiÞ
α þ ð1 f
ðiÞ
α Þlnð1 f
ðiÞ
α Þ
h i
, (10)
where S denotes the entropy and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Below, the hopping parameter
t0 will be used as an energy unit.
For later use, we define the charge density integrated over the px - py plane parallel to the interface
Q
ðiÞ
totðpzÞ ¼ ΣpxΣpyn
ðiÞ
p
(11)
with i = e and h.
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Figure 3 shows the DA interface model, where the simple cubic lattice is assumed. The
movement of the electron and hole is restricted to the region of Nx ≤ px ≤Nx, Ny ≤ py ≤Ny,
and Nz  1 ≤ pz ≤Nz. The potential barrier is assumed to be
wðeÞ
p
¼ w0θð0:5 pzÞ, (12)
wðhÞ
p
¼ w0θð0:5þ pzÞ, (13)
where θ(x) is the Heaviside step function, where θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and θ(x) = 0 for x < 0. The
numerical parameters in the model are set to ðNx, Ny, NzÞ ¼ ð5, 5, 10Þ, w0 = 10t0, and U0 ¼ 10t0,
yielding the electron and hole that localize only to the acceptor and donor region, respectively
at T = 0.
3.2. Numerical Results
Figure 4(a) shows the pz-dependence of Q
ðeÞ
totðpzÞ and Q
ðhÞ
tot ðpzÞ in Eq. (11) for kBT/t0 = 0, 0.3, and
0.5. At zero T, Q
ðeÞ
totðpzÞ ðQ
ðhÞ
tot ðpzÞÞ has the maximum value of 0.8 at pz = 0 (pz = 1) and decays
within a few positive (negative) pzs. As T increases, the pz-dependence of Q
ðeÞ
totðpzÞ and Q
ðhÞ
tot ðpzÞ
changes dramatically at around kBT=t0 ≃ 0:3: The values of Q
ðeÞ
totðpzÞ and Q
ðhÞ
totðpzÞ have the
maximum of 0.3 at the sites away from those just next to the interface, that is, pz = 1 and pz = 2,
respectively, and are averaged out over all pz, which clearly indicate the CTE dissociation.
The localization-delocalization transition observed in Figure 4(a) can be understood as the
free-energy anomaly. Figure 4(b) shows Ω in Eq. (8) as a function of T. The anomaly in Ω is
observed at a critical temperature kBTc=t0 ≃ 0:27.Ω is almost independent of T below Tc, while
Ω decreases monotonically with increasing T above Tc. Figure 4(c) shows the T-dependence of
the internal energy Uint and the entropy TS defined as Eqs. (9) and (10), respectively. Similar
Figure 3. Simple cubic lattice for the DA interface model. The donor and acceptor regions are –Nz  1 ≤ pz ≤  1 and
0 ≤ pz ≤Nz, respectively. The total number of sites is ð2Nx þ 1Þð2Ny þ 1Þð2Nz þ 2Þ. Figure extracted from Ref. [29].
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anomalies are also observed in the T-dependence of Uint and TS; Uint and TS jump at T = Tc,
below which Uint and TS are almost independent of T, and above which Uint and TS
increases and decreases, respectively. Since S ≃ 0 below Tc,Ω is dominated by the contribution
from Uint. On the other hand, Ω is dominated by the entropy contribution above Tc.
To understand the microscopic mechanism of the localization-delocalization transition, we
compute the density-of-states (DOS) for the EH pair, where the EH pair energy is defined as
Eα
ðehÞ ¼ ε
ðeÞ
α þ ε
ðhÞ
α . Figure 5(a) and (b) show the EH DOS at kBT=t0 ¼ 0 and 0.6, respectively. At
lower T, we can observe several peaks below the band edge: Eα
ðehÞ ¼ 19:9,  17:1 (doubly
degenerate), and 16.4 eV. On the other hand, at higher T, no peaks are observed. Figure 6(a)
shows the charge density of the electron and hole for the lowest 10 energy peaks at T = 0. The
charge density is localized to the DA interface at lower Eα
ðehÞ, while it is delocalized over the
system at higher Eα
ðehÞ. Note that at the lowest T the occupation probability of the lowest
energy state is unity. When T is increased, the eigenvalue distribution changes. This is because
the Fermi distribution function in Eq. (6) is broadened. This leads to the decrease in the
Coulomb attractive forces between the electron and hole, yielding an upper shift of the EH
pair energy. Figure 6(b) shows the T-dependence of Eα
ðehÞ for α = 110. In fact, Eα
ðehÞ increases
as T increases. The important fact is that the value of Eα
ðehÞ drastically increases at T = 0.3t0,
above which the energy level spacing is small compared to that below Tc. This yields the
absence of peaks in the DOS near the band edge, shown in Figure 5(b). The absence of isolated
peaks means that all eigenstates are delocalized, indicating the localization-delocalization
transition at a critical T.
Figure 4. (a) The pz dependence of Q
ðeÞ
tot (filled) and Q
ðhÞ
tot (open) given by Eq. (11) for kBT=t0 ¼ 0 (circle), 0.3 (triangle), and
0.5 (square). The values of U0/t0 and w0/t0 are set to 10. (b) The T dependence of the free energyΩ(T) given by Eq. (8). The
arrow indicates the free-energy anomaly that originates from the localization-delocalization transition. (c) Uint in Eq. (9)
and TS in Eq. (10) as a function of T. Figures extracted and edited from Ref. [29].
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The critical temperature increases significantly when one of the carriers is localized to only a
site near the DA interface, that is, the approximation (II) is employed. This is because such a
fixed charge enhances the attractive Coulomb interaction energy through Eqs. (3) and (4) and
thus enhances the CTE binding energy significantly. The present result indicates that both the
Figure 5. Electron-hole DOS (a) for kBT=t0 ¼ 0 and (b) kBT=t0 ¼ 0:6 from E
ðehÞ=t0 ¼ 25 to 10. The whole DOS is shown
in the inset. Figures extracted from Ref. [29].
Figure 6. (a) The pz dependence of electron (filled circle) and hole (open circle) density from the first to 10th eigenstate at
T = 0. The eigenenergy EðehÞ
α
is also shown in units of t0. (b) E
ðehÞ
α
as a function of T for α = 110. The values of U0/t0 and w0/
t0 are set to 10. Figures extracted and edited from Ref. [29].
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finite-T and the carrier delocalization effect are important to understand the CTE dissociation
at the DA interface.
4. Discussion
4.1. Application to experiments
In this Section, we interpret the recent experimental observations on the CTE dissociation at the
DA interfaces. Recently, Gao et al. have studied the charge generation in C60-based organic solar
cells through a measurement of the open-circuit voltage in a temperature range from 30 to 290 K.
They have found that the number of free carriers created in the solar cells increases with
increasing T, where the activation energy for the CTE dissociation is estimated to be 9 and 25
meV in annealed and unannealed systems, respectively [27]. To understand the magnitude of
the activation energy, we compute the magnitude of Tc in typical organic solar cells. We set
U0 ¼ e
2=ð4piEdÞ≃ 0:5 eV by using E≃ 3E0 (E0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum) and the equilib-
rium molecule-molecule distance d ≃ 1 nm of C60 crystals. The hopping parameter at the DA
interface is set to t0 ≃U0=10, by assuming that the single-particle band width is a few hundred
meV. The height of the barrier potential is set tow0 ≃U0, so that the CTE (not the Frenkel exciton)
is formed at T = 0 K. Then, the value of kBTc=t0 ≃ 0:27 corresponds to kBTc ≃ 13 meV. The
magnitude of this energy is in agreement with the activation energy reported experimen-
tally [27].
It is noteworthy that the magnitude of the CTE binding energy EB can be estimated from the EH
DOS. Assuming that the continuum states start from α ≃ 10 at lower T shown in Figure 5(a), the
νth CTE binding energy is EBðνÞ ¼ E
ðehÞ
α¼10  E
ðehÞ
α¼ν. For example, EB(v = 1) = 5.3 t0 ≃ 0.26 eV, which
is an order of magnitude higher than thermal energy at room temperature, but is consistent with
experimental observations [15].
4.2. Scenario of the CTE dissociation
The agreement between our theory and experiments implies that the combined effect of the
finite-T and carrier delocalization play a major role in the CTE dissociation. Based on our
model, we show a possible scenario of the CTE dissociation in Figure 7.
1. The exciton is initially created at the donor region by photon absorption.
2. The electron transfer occurs at the DA interface, yielding the CTE formation.
3. The excess energy [32] created by the CTE formation (i.e. the energy difference between
the donor LUMO and acceptor LUMO) excites phonons at the interface and disturbs the
cold phonon distribution initially at T0.
4. Through the phonon-phonon and phonon-electron scatterings, the phonon modes will
obey the Bose distribution function with temperature T0 higher than T0 after the phonon
thermalization time.
5. When T0 is larger than Tc, the CTE can dissociate.
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If this scenario holds, the magnitude of T0 gradually increases with time. Then, the CTE energy
also increases with time, as expected by the T-dependent EðehÞ
α
shown in Figure 6(b). This
behaviour is quite similar to the experimental observations, where the CTE spontaneously
climbs up the Coulomb potential at the pentacene-vacuum interface, by the time-resolved
two-photon photoemission spectroscopy [28]. Such a CTE evolution has occurred within 100 fs
that may be an order of the period of the optical phonon oscillations. For deeper understanding,
it is necessarily to study the time-dependence of the interface phonon temperature T0. This may
be studied in the framework of the non-equilibrium theory of phonons [33–35].
4.3. Some remarks
We also emphasize the finite-T effect on the excitonic properties. The exciton is usually
described within many-body perturbation theory or time-dependent density-functional theory
[36]. Recently, the CTE has been studied in such a first-principles context [37, 38]. The extension
to the T-dependent Bethe-Salpeter or time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations and their solutions
would give an accurate estimation of the CTE binding energy and predict the localization-
delocalization transition or the free-energy anomaly mentioned in the present work.
In the present study, we have assumed that the dielectric constant is homogeneous across the
DA interface. Recently, we have studied the effect of the inhomogeneity of the dielectric
constant on the charge transfer behaviour within the continuum approach [39]. In such a
system, the Coulomb interaction energy between two particles is given by
q1q2
4piE0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eðr1ÞEðr2Þ
p , (14)
where qi and ri are the charge and the position of the particle i. E(r) is the local dielectric
constant that describes the morphology of the DA interface. By solving the two-particle
Schrödinger equation, we have demonstrated that the inhomogeneity of the dielectric constant
yields an anisotropy of the charge distribution at the DA interface. Furthermore, we have
found that the anisotropic distribution of the hole along the normal to the DA interface is
important to yield the electron transfer, or vice versa. More investigation about the relation
between the carrier distribution and the interface morphology is desired.
Figure 7. Temperature evolution of the charge carriers and phonons, provided that both the finite Tmechanism proposed
in the present study and the excess energy mechanism [32] hold. The excess energy created by the CTE formation excites
the phonon at the DA interface. The phonon temperature increases with time and becomes over Tc within the phonon
thermalization time. Above Tc, the CTE dissociates into the free electron and hole. Figure extracted from Ref. [29].
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5. Summary
In this chapter, we have derived the T-dependent TB model for a EH pair at the DA interface,
which enabled us to study the finite-T as well as the carrier delocalization effect on the CTE
dissociation. Our numerical calculations have revealed that there exists the localization-
delocalization transition at a critical temperature Tc, above which the CTE dissociates. This is
related to the anomaly of the free energy Ω. Below and above Tc, Ω is determined by the
internal energy and the entropic energy, respectively. The transition can be observed only
when the carrier delocalization treatment is employed. The magnitude of Tc and the CTE
binding energy estimated were in agreement with the experimental data. A possible scenario
involving the phonon thermalization has been discussed.
So far, the origin of the CTE dissociation has been extensively investigated with consideration
of a variety of models. Several effects on the CTE dissociation have been proposed, although
the relative impact is not clear. The present study has emphasized the importance of the
combined impact of the finite T and the carrier delocalization. Our work would be the first step
for understanding the CTE dissociation observed at various DA interface in a unified manner.
We hope that the localization-delocalization transition is observed in future experiments.
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